CAMERA

BEST COMPACT CAMERA:
- Blackmagic Design – Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K
WINNER – Panasonic – LUMIX S1H
- Sigma – fp

BEST COMPACT CAMERA / FIXED-LENS CAMERA:
- Canon – PowerShot G5x Mark II
- Canon – PowerShot G7X Mark III
- Olympus – Tough TG-6
- Ricoh – GR III
WINNER – Sony – RX100 Mark VII

BEST INSTANT CAMERA:
WINNER – Fujifilm – Instax Mini LiPlay Instant Camera
- Polaroid – Originals OneStep+
- Canon – Ivy Cliq+

BEST SMALL-FORMAT CAMERA:
WINNER – FUJIFILM – X-T30
- Olympus – OM-D E-M1X
- Sony – A6100
- Sony – A6600
- Canon – M6 II

BEST FULL-FRAME CAMERA:
- Nikon – Z6
- Nikon – Z7
- Panasonic – Lumix S1
- Panasonic – Lumix S1R
WINNER – Sony – A7R IV

BEST MEDIUM FORMAT CAMERA:
WINNER – Fujifilm – GFX100
- Hasselblad – X1D II 50C
- Phase One – IQ4
- Hasselblad – 907X Special Edition

BEST SPECIAL PURPOSE COMPACT CAMERA:
WINNER – GoPro – Hero 7
- Insta360 – ONE X

CAMERA ACCESSORIES

BEST DAY-USE CAMERA BAG:
- Tamrac – Runyon
- Tenba – Fulton 14L Backpack
WINNER – Think Tank Photo – Retrospective 7 V2 Shoulder Bag
- Think Tank Photo – Urban Access Backpack
- Think Tank Photo – Vision 15 Shoulder Bag

BEST ADVENTURE CAMERA BAG:
WINNER – Mission Workshop – Rhake bag
- Tamrac – Avril 27
- Tenba – Axis 24 Backpack
- Think Tank Photo – BackLight Elite 45L Backpack
- Think Tank Photo – PhotoCross 15 Backpack

BEST TRIPOD:
- Manfrotto – Nitrotech 612
WINNER – Peak Design – Travel Tripod
- Sirui – W-1204 Tripod

BEST CAMERA ACCESSORY:
WINNER – FeiyuTech – AK4500
- Olympus – MC-20 Converter
- Moza – Air 2
- DJI – Ronin SC
- X-Rite – ColorChecker Passport Photo 2
- Westcott H2Pro Weight Bag

STORAGE

BEST MOBILE BACKUP SOLUTION:
- G-Technology – G-DRIVE mobile Pro SSD (2TB)
- iSafe – Solo Hawk
WINNER – LaCie – DJI Copilot
- LaCie – Rugged RAID shuttle

BEST DESKTOP BACKUP SOLUTION:
- G-Technology – G-Drive Shuttle SSD with Thunderbolt 3 (32TB)
- LaCie – 2big RAID
- TerraMaster – D2

BEST MEMORY CARD:
- SanDisk – Extreme 1TB UHS-I SD card
- ProGrade – Digital Cogalt V90 SD card
- Sony – 128GB XQD
- Sony – SSD mini for Atomos
WINNER – Sony – Tough 128GB SD card

LENS

BEST WIDE-ANGLE PRIME LENS:
- FUJINON – XF16mm F2.8 R WR Lens
- Sigma – 28mm F1.4 Art
- Sigma – 35mm F1.2 Art
- Sony – FE 35mm F1.8
- Tamron – SP 35mm F1.4

BEST STANDARD PRIME LENS:
- Canon – RF 50mm F1.2 L
WINNER – Hasselblad – XCD 65 F2.8
- Hasselblad – XCD 80 F1.9
- Sigma – 40mm F1.4 Art
- Zeiss – 40mm F2

BEST TELEPHOTO PRIME LENS:
- Canon – RF 85mm F1.2
- Nikon – NIKKOR Z 85mm F1.8 S
- Sigma – 105mm F1.4 Art
WINNER – Sony – FE 135mm F1.8 GM
- Sony – FE 600mm F4 GM OSS

BEST WIDE ANGLE ZOOM LENS:
- Fujinon – B-16mm F2.8
- Nikon – NIKKOR Z 14-30mm F4 S
WINNER – Sigma – 14-24mm F2.8 DG DN Art
- Sony – 16-35mm F2.8 G
- Tamron – 17-28mm F2.8

BEST STANDARD ZOOM LENS:
- Canon – 24-105mm F4 RF
WINNER – Canon – 28-70mm F2 RF
- Hasselblad – XCD 35-75 F3.5-4.5
- Nikon – NIKKOR Z 24-70mm F2.8 S
- Tamron – 35-150mm F2.8-4

BEST TELEPHOTO ZOOM LENS:
- Canon – RF 24-200mm F4-6.3
- Sigma – 60-600mm F5.6-6.3 Sport
- Sigma – 70-200mm F2.8
- Sony – 70-350mm F4.5-6.3 G OSS
WINNER – Sony – FE 200-600mm F5.6-6.3 G OSS

BEST SPECIAL PURPOSE LENS:
- Laowa – 4mm F2.8 Micro Four Thirds
WINNER – Laowa – 100mm F2.8 2x Macro

BEST CINEMA LENS:
- Angénieux Optimo Primes
- Canon Sumire Prime
WINNER – ZEISS Otus 100mm F1.4

LIGHTING

BEST LIGHT SOURCE:
- Litra – Studio
- Lume Cube – AIR LED Light
- Rotolight – Titan
- Westcott – FJ400
WINNER – Westcott – RGBW Flex Cine System

SOFTWARE

BEST PHOTO EDITING SOFTWARE:
- Adobe Lightroom
WINNER – Capture One 12
- Hasselblad Phocus Mobile 2
- Luminar 3
- Photo Mechanic 6

BEST SOFTWARE PLUGIN:
- Luminar 3 plugin
WINNER – Luminar FLEX

BEST VIDEO EDITING SOFTWARE:
- Adobe Premiere Rush
WINNER – Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve 16
- Luma Fusion
- Sony SF-G Tough

SPECIAL CATEGORIES

ACHIEVEMENT OF TECHNICAL INNOVATION 2019:
- Panasonic’s deep learning autofocus algorithm found in the S1, S1R and S1H
WINNER – Sony’s Real-Time tracking
- ProGrade Digital for the Refresh Pro SD card
- Peak Design Travel Tripod design
- Adobe’s Content-Aware for video in After Effects

CAMERA OF THE YEAR 2018/2019:
WINNER – Sony A7R IV
- Panasonic S1H
- Olympus OM-D E-M1X
- Hasselblad X1D II 50C
- Fujifilm GFX100
- Nikon Z6
- Canon EOS R
- Leica M10

CHUCK WESTFALL AWARD:
WINNER – Bob Rose – Assistant Professor, Photographic Arts & Sciences, Rochester Institute of Technology (R.I.T.)
- Drew Simmons – Program Director of Photography at Harcum College (PA)
- Rudy Winston – Technical Advisor, Canon USA
- Scott Kelby – CEO and President, KelbyOne
- Tony Corbell – Photographic Lighting Educator / Commercial Photographer
- Steve Heiner – Senior Technical Manager, Nikon